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Abstract—Social networking sites such as Facebook, Google, twitter provide third party applications such as games and productivity applications by providing a social application platform. These interfaces enable popular site enhancements but poses privacy risks by exposing user data to third party developers. The current security mechanisms, such as privacy policies and access control mechanisms fall short on protecting the privacy of the users. In this paper, we are representing a framework for a privacy enhanced social network security application that technically enforces the protection of the personal data of a user, when interacting with social applications. Let us propose a multicriteria recommendation model that uses application based, category based, user based, and collaborative filtering mechanisms which are based on previous user decisions, and application requests to increase the privacy of the overall site’s user population. Our project on the collected information indicate that the proposed framework enhanced the user security and privacy related to third-party application authorizations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Online social networks (OSNs) are now the condition in modern society. The number and the size of OSNs grows, there is increasing concern about the security of the terabytes of personal information entrusted to OSNs and how the privacy of this data is managed. Third party applications, generally within social networking platforms have become very popular and penetrative. For example, with over eight million third party applications on Facebook and its users install applications more than 21 million times a day. Before using applications, users are required to authorize them and grant them access to certain permissions they request, e.g., access to a user’s data such as e-mail, location, etc. With the pervasiveness of such applications, preventing the user’s online personal data becomes a necessity. Open standards and third party software development have long formed a partnership that affords users the tools to better manage their own privacy, identity, and confidentiality. Seeing a need of users to better know the privacy policies in force for various websites led the World Wide Web Consortium to construct the Platform for Privacy Preferences specification and the corresponding Preference Exchange Language (APPEL) that is in use today by various internet websites to stipulate in machine readable format, the particular file specifying that site’s particular privacy policies. The OAuth open standard protocol (OAuth) is another example of an available standard created to provide users with the ability to share data and resources with third party application components of other and more primary web applications. The OAuth framework might allow for the sharing of images from a primary web-based photo sharing site [4]. So, a third party photo printing service might access the permitted images. Popular social network, Facebook today represents the largest single OAuth 2.0 permitting a mechanism for third party web-based applications to access Facebook user identity and privacy and resources.

Third party application software developers have led charges to enhance user privacy and protection using extensible frameworks available in the web browsers such as Chrome, Firefox, and Safari. These browser extensions protect users from unwanted advertisements, spiffy software installations, and compromise of user credential information. Indeed, Joshi et al. showcase a browser plug-in which attempts to solve man-in-the-middle attacks prevalent in modern Phishing attacks. While the relationship between standards and browser-based extensions is rich in history and likely to continue, there may exist one gap that requires fulfilling. Appreciating that individual privacy preferences may be just individual, how can a single extension reflect the privacy preferences for a unique set of individuals? In this paper, we represent a novel browser extension (FBSecure) that implements a proposed recommender model which enables users to make important privacy decisions at the time of third party application installation and integrates in the existing OAuth 2.0. Recommendations give users confidence in making their decisions, especially many privacy requests would not clearly convey the accesses granted [7]. The decisions which users make are their own of course, but the algorithm and model provides a mechanism to inform them and provide recommendations based on the collaborative decisions (grant / deny) on same privacy requests in the user’s larger social network.

A browser extension that interprets the default OAuth 2.0 request flow, interprets and provides the user with a simple interface to make decisions that provide for the protection of personal identity attributes before installation of an application. A multicriteria recommender-model approaches to provide users with recommendations on requested privacy attributes based on the collaborative effort of users who have historically made decisions for similarly requested privacy attributes. A recommendation to extend the OAuth 2.0 specification to provide an attainment through which web browsers might assist users in making informed decisions regarding their full privacy attributes before the
installation of an application [10]. A user study that shows the results and effectiveness of using our proposed browser extension.

Fig. 1 : Social network 3rd party application permission request.

II. Problem Definition
The OAuth framework provides a mechanism for third party service providers to access end user resources without releasing the user’s access credentials to the service provider. Sometimes, specific implementations neither provide the user with the necessary fine-grain access control, nor provide any recommendations in which access control decisions may be the most appropriate. As an example we use entire this paper is one of the free Facebook online video and voice calling applications available through website(friendcameo.com). The friendcameo Facebook application requests the following extended permissions when users first install the application: access to the user’s e-mail, ability to publish status and post messages in the user’s wall and the ability to access the Facebook chat application, and the ability to count the online presence status of other users. It becomes quickly clear that some of the extended once granted, permissions, cannot genuine be revoked. As an example, once users to provide the friendcameo access to their e-mail addresses, they cannot remove that genuine e-mail address from FriendCameo’s servers and databases by preventing further access to the information through Facebook’s application by privacy settings [16]. We find there are different user character that are practically irrevocable once granted, since the attributes are generally constant (i.e., birthday) or generally change with very little frequency (i.e., hometown locations, religious and political views). (See Fig. 1) We view the permanent loss of personal attributes as only one part of the problem; should a method be devised to permit users a “last line of defense” against such information loss, how may they know best what decisions can take users benefit from a knowledge of people to better inform their own decision making? Our proposed approach provides both the aforementioned “last line of defense” mechanism and a recommender model based on the decisions of other users within the area of people, and the previous decisions of an indivisible user.

III. Existing System
Major online platforms such as Google, Facebook and Twitter allow third-party applications such as productivity applications, Games are access to user online private data. Such accesses must be certified by users at installation time. The Open Authorization protocol (OAuth) was introduced as a secure and efficient method for authorizing third-party applications without releasing a user’s access credentials.

IV. Proposed System
Proposed model was introduced as a secure and efficient mechanism for authorizing third-party applications. This requires users to present their credentials to third-party applications, hence allowed them large access to all their online resources with no restrictions. In OAuth, these new credentials are represented via an Access Token. It is a string which denotes a certain scope of permissions granted to an application is called Access Token & it also signify to other attributes such as the duration the Access Token is considered valid. We are mainly interested in the scope of character within an Access Token. And it was issued by an authorized server after the approval of the resource owner. We propose an abstract access paradigm, which can be applied to the design of the filtering systems, and the formalizes the access to the filtering results via multi-corridors (based on content-based categories) at the same time, ). We use these measures to evaluate the use of various kinds of multi-corridors for our prototype user-adapting Website in the: Active of Web Museum [15]. It can be used to create user-adapting Web sites through Information filtering techniques. User-adapting Web sites adapt their presentation to the user’s preferences. It is hard to relate the classic measurements to actual user satisfaction because of the way the user interacts with the recommendations, influences the benefits for the user and determined by their representation. The systems consider every user as an expert for his taste, so that personalized recommendations can be provided based on the expertise of taste-related users. Collaborative filtering has been applied
to several domains of information: News articles. Collaborative filtering systems then use this rating matrix in order to derive predictions [9]. Several algorithms have been proposed on how to use the rating matrix to predict ratings. The dynamic topology is achieved by dynamic corridors virtual corridors which contain paintings of a chosen category sorted according to personalized predictions produced by collaborative filtering. When this paradigm is applied to user-adapting Web sites or other types of recommender systems, more choice for the users can be provided via various multi-corridors and therefore increase performance from the perspective of the user.

V. Preliminaries
Most of the major online platforms such as Google, Twitter and Facebook is provide an open API which allows third-party applications to directly interact with their own platform. An APIs provide a mechanism to write, read, or modify the user data on such platforms through other third party applications on behalf of the users themselves and an API comes with a set of the methods to each representing a secure user interaction executed through a third-party application. For example, the FriendCameo application is able to post content (e.g., messages, photos) to a user’s Facebook feed/wall using profile_id/Facebook’s/feed of an API method, where the profile_id is the targeted on Facebook user ID and it is important to indicate that third-party applications can potentially execute any API call on behalf of relying on the type, user and scope of permissions granted to these applications. In this previous example, the application of FriendCameo should only perform the profile_id/feed API call given it the publish_stream permission to user has granted [8]. The set of the permissions available to the third-party applications are defined by the third-party applications and it is up to the online platforms whose to request the proper subset of permissions to be need. We believe on the users should have the final decision on which permissions to grant or deny.

A. OAuth Standard:
With an increasing trend toward offering online services that provide third-party applications the ability to interact through access user resources and open APIs, OAuth was introduced as an efficient and secure mechanism for authorizing third-party applications. Traditional authentication models such as the client-server model require third-party applications to authenticate with online services using the resource owner’s typically a username, password and private credentials. This requires users to present their authorization to third-party applications, hence it allows them to access to all their online resources with no restrictions. A user may be revoke access from a third-party application by changed her credential, but doing so subsequently revokes access from all third-party applications that continue to use her previous accreditation. These issues are effect given the high number of the third-party applications that may be get access to a user’s online resources. OAuth uses a component where the roles of resource owners and third-party applications are separated [6]. It doesn't require users to share that private credentials with the third-party applications, instead it issues a new set of the credentials for each application. These are new set of reflect an unique set of permissions to a user’s online resources and credential as per application. In OAuth, these new authorization are represented via an Access Token and It is a string which denotes a certain scope of permissions granted to an application, it also denotes other features such as the duration of the Access Token is considered authentic string. We are mainly interested in the scope attribute within an Access Token and These Access Token are issued by an authorization server after the approval of the resource owner. In this paper, we have spread upon this authorization stage of the OAuth 2.0 protocol. When a third-party application needs to it presents its Access Token to the service provider hosting the resource which in turn verifies the requested access against the scope of permissions denoted by the Token and access a user’s protected resources. For example, Alice (resource owner) on Facebook (service provider and resource server) can grant the FriendCameo application (client) access to her e-mail address on her Facebook profile without ever sharing her username and password with FriendCameo. Instead, she authorize the FriendCameo application with Facebook which in turn provides FriendCameo with a proper Access Token that denotes permission to access Alice’s e-mail address. OAuth provides multiple authorization flows depending on the client (third-party application) type (e.g., webserver, native applications). In this paper, shown in Fig. 2 and detailed in the OAuth 2.0 specification [28] and we focus on the Authorization Code flow. The authorization code flow is used by third-party applications that are able to receive incoming requests via redirection, are able to interact with a user’s web browser. The authorization flow process consists of three parties: 1) Client (third-party application), 2) End-user (resource owner) at browser, and 3) Authorization server (e.g., Facebook). Our main focus is on the steps “(A)” and “(B)” within the approval of code flow. Step “(A)” is where third-party applications initiate the flow by redirecting a user’s browser to the authorization server and pass along the requested scope of permissions [10]. In step “(B),” it establishes her decision on whether to grant or deny the third-party application’s access request and the authorization server authenticates the end user.

B. OAuth and User Privacy:
One of the main reasons behind OAuth was to increase user privacy by separating the role of users from that of third-party applications. OAuth uses the concept of Access Tokens, where a token denotes a set of credentials granted to third-party applications by the resource owners. This avoids the need for users to share their private credentials such as their username and password. It also allows users to revoke access to a specific third-party application by revoking its Access Token. OAuth 2.0 allows third-party applications to request a set of permissions via the scope attribute, and for users to grant/deny such requests. If a user grants a third-party application’s request, then an Access Token (denoting the scope) is issued for that application, hence granting it the scope of permissions requested. The scope attribute represents the set
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of permissions requested by third-party applications, and is our main focus in this paper. In the authorization code, OAuth flow, the scope parameter is part of the request URI that is generated by third-party applications (Step “(A)” ). The scope is a list of space-delimited strings, each string mapped to a certain permission or access level. For example, the FriendCameo application requests permission to post to a user’s Facebook feed/wall, to log in to Facebook chat, to access her e-mail address, and to check her friend’s online/ offline presence. FriendCameo requests these permissions with a scope attribute value of “publish_stream, xmp_p_login, e-mail, friends_online_presence.” The scope value becomes part of the OAuth request URI sent to the authorization server (Facebook’s OAuth implementation uses commas rather than spaces to separate each requested permission) [13]. Step “(B)” is where users grant/deny the requested scope value. We propose an extension to the OAuth 2.0 authorization code flow detailed in Section V (D) of the OAuth 2.0 specification. Before users make their decision on the requested scope of permissions, we introduce a new level of awareness and control to the user via an in-house developed browser extension.

C. Collaborative Filtering

Recommendation systems are systems that try to assist users in evaluating and making decisions on items by providing them opinions and prediction values as a set of recommendations. These set of recommendations are usually based on other people’s opinions and the potential relevance of items to a target user. The first recommender system Tapestry, followed the approach of “Collaborative Filtering,” in which users collaborate toward filtering documents via their individual reactions after reading certain documents. Since then, collaborative filtering has been widely adopted and is accepted as a highly successful technique in recommender systems. In a context of access control and user privacy, items in a collaborative filtering model can be mapped to individual privacy attributes or permissions. Users make decisions on privacy attributes, i.e., grant/deny them to third-party applications in Fig. 2. This is similar to other recommendation systems in which users make decisions on items, e.g., to rent a movie or not. Users have their own privacy preferences, but may benefit from the community’s collaborative privacy decisions to make their own, especially if they lack the knowledge to make good privacy decisions. The effect of community data on user privacy has been investigated by Besmer et al., who explored the effect of community data on user behavior when configuring access control policies. Their work indicated that community data impacts user behavior, when substantial visual cues were provided [18]. Goecks et al. explored the effects of community data in the domain of firewall policy configuration and web browser cookie management. Their results also indicated that users did utilize community data in making their own decisions. In this paper, we propose a collaborative filtering model that utilizes community decisions in providing recommendations to users who install third-party applications requesting access to their privacy attributes.

VI. Proposed OAuth Flow

We proposed an extension to the OAuth 2.0 code flow, by introducing two new modules into the flow: 1)A Recommendation Service that retrieves a set of recommendations for the requested permissions following a collaborative filtering model as seen in Section V (B), shows them a set of recommendations on each of the requested permissions and 2) A Permission Guide that guides users through them requested permissions . Our OAuth continuing focuses on step “(A)” of the authorization code flow in OAuth 2.0. We revise step “(A)” to become a six stage process and its explained in the following steps: A1. The Permission Guide extension captures the scope value from the request URI and parses the requested permissions. At this step, the extension allows the users to choose a subset of the permissions requested . A2. The client redirects the browser to the end-user authorization endpoint by initiating a request URI that includes a scope parameter . A3. The Permission Guide extension requests a set of recommendations on the parsed permissions. This is achieved by passing the set of permissions to our Recommendation Service. A4. The Recommendation Service
returns a set of recommendations for the permissions requested by the client. A5. Using the set of returned recommendations, the extension presents the permissions with their respective recommendations in a user-friendly manner. A6. The Permission Guide extension redirects the end-user’s browser to a new request URI with a new scope (scope’), assuming the user chooses to modify the requested permissions.

A. Permission Guide
The Permission Guide is represented by a browser extension that integrates into the authorization process by capturing the scope parameter value within the request URI generated by a third-party application. Once the scope is captured, the extension parses the requested permissions and presents them in a user-friendly manner. A readable label of each requested permission is shown to the end-user, e.g., it shows “Facebook Chat” rather than xmpp_login. The extension also shows users a set of recommendations for the requested permissions. For each permission, there is a thumbs-up and thumbs-down recommendation value. These recommendations represent prediction values that we calculate following our model in Section V (B). These prediction values represent the likelihood of a user to grant or deny a certain permission based on her previous decisions and on the collaborative decisions of other users. Users who have not made any decisions yet are shown recommendations based on other user decisions [25]. The extension also allows users to customize the requested permissions by checking or unchecking individual permissions, where a checked permission is one the user wishes to grant to the third-party application and an unchecked permission is one she wishes to deny access to. Once a user decides on the permissions she wishes to grant and deny, she simply needs to click a Set Permissions button on the extension. This will trigger the extension to generate a new request URI with a new scope scope’, and forward the user’s browser to this new request URI, scope’ will always be a subset of the original requested scope. An example scope’ for the FriendCameo application could be as follows: scope’=publish_stream reflecting the user’s desire to allow FriendCameo to post to her feed/wall, but deny it access to her e-mail, Facebook chat and friend’s online/offline presence. Note that using a subset of the permissions requested could potentially hinder the functionality of a third-party application once installed. Investigating such consequence is out of the scope of this paper, but we include it as part of our future work. Our Permission Guide extension also collects the user’s decisions on the requested permissions, hence allows us to generate a data set of decisions to be used in our recommendation model explained in Section V (B). That is, our Recommendation Service as seen in Fig. 3 will utilize these decisions in making its recommendation predictions. These decisions are uploaded to our servers once a user sets her desired permissions within the extension, i.e., clicks the Set Permissions button. The data uploaded to our servers includes: app_id, requested_perms, decisions, recommendations, where the app_id is the application’s unique id which is assigned by the service provider (e.g., Facebook), the requested_perms is the scope of permissions requested by the third-party application, the decisions are the individual user decisions (grant or deny) on each of the requested permissions, and the recommendations are the recommendation values at the time the user made her decisions. Our goal is to provide a simple user interface for interacting with permission requests, hence increasing user awareness and providing an easy mechanism for guiding users in making their decisions.

B. Recommendation Model for Permission Guide
We propose a Recommendation Service component that extends upon our Permission Guide extension. Let A, U, and P represent the set of users, applications and permissions, respectively. A user ui can make a decision di 2 fgrant; denyg on a permission pj 2 P for an application ak 2 A. An application ak which requests permissions p1; . . . ; pm is mapped to a set of decisions d1; . . . ; dm made by the user installing ak.

C. Collaborative Filtering
Our model follows the multicriteria recommendation model where user recommendations are calculated per criterion. The model utilizes the set of permissions P as a set of criteria, i.e., each permission pj 2 P represents an individual criterion within the model. The multicriteria recommendation approach fits our model as decisions are made per permission (criteria) rather than an application as a whole. We model a user’s advantage for a given application with the user’s decisions d1; . . . ; dm on each individual permission p1; . . . ; pm using Function 1 D : Users _ Applications ! d. Function 1 represents a user’s overall decision on a certain application via the set of decisions made on each individually requested permission. That is, a user ui makes a decision di on an application ak with respect to an individual permission. For each permission pj, there exists a matrix Cpj representing user decisions on pj for each application ak 2 A. A matrix entry di with a value of 1 denotes a user has granted ak the permission pj, whereas a 0 denotes a deny. Entries with "what" values denote the user is till to make a decision on permission pj for application ak. Our model provides recommendations to users that guide them in making these future decisions. Applications that are handled properly in our implementation and do not request a permission pj have an empty entry in Cpj. For example, let p1 ¼ birthday, p2 ¼ e-mail, and p3 ¼ location, where each represents a single criterion within a three-criteria model. Let u1 ¼ Alice who installed application a1 that requests access to the permissions e-mail, birthday, and location. Alice has granted a1 the permissions birthday and location (d1 ¼ grant; d3 ¼ grant), whereas denied e-mail (d3 ¼ deny). Alice has yet to make a decision on a2, i.e., a single decision on each requested permission 2 Birthday; e-mail; location. Our proposed model utilizes the set of decisions for each Cpj, hence providing a recommendation that fits each criterion [29]. Our overall collaborative model. The model utilizes them in building the multicriteria matrices C for each permission and relies on decisions made by the community users. By utilizing the C matrices, we generate two probability matrices, GA and GU. GA is app based, whereas GU is user based. GA captures the probability of a certain application being
granted a certain permission, whereas GU captures the probability of a certain user granting a certain permission. An example GA matrix, with a set of applications (a1, a2, a3, a4, a5), permissions (birthday, e-mail, location, sms, photos) and their corresponding GA[i]; kP values. For example, GA[location]; a2P ¼ 0:15, denotes a low probability of the permission location being granted to application a2 by users who installed a2. Our proposed collaborative model adapts an user-based and item-based collaborative filtering process. In our model, we refer to application-based filtering as item-based filtering (here items are applications). Application-based filtering utilizes the app-based probabilities of GA. whereas User-based filtering utilizes the user-based probability values of GU.

VII. Modules

A. User Registration
To access the third party applications and access the account, the user needs to register with the server. For this reason, we’ve implemented this module. First the user have to create an account with the server by providing the username, password, mobile number, date of birth, access privileges to view their account and other details. All the information provided by the user will be stored in the server’s database for future purpose.

B. Server
The Server is the module in which the entire user’s information will be stored and the all the access information and what are the application they are accessing by the user and update will stored. Also the it will allow the third party application in their site. The server will prevent unauthorized users entering into the site.

C. Permission Guide
Once the user successfully register with the server, the will send a request email regarding the third party applications. If the user willing to install and access those applications, the user will send the response to the server with the access privileges [32]. The third party applications are not allowed access beyond their access privileges.

D. Authentication Server
If the user provides the permission to access the third party application, the authentication server will generate an SMS alert send to third party application. This helps to identify the exact third party application. So that the concerned administrator of the third party application will enter the one time password that was send to their mobile.

E. Access The Application
Once the third party application’s administrator enter the authentication key, the user can access the application. So that in overall, we can provide the security while accessing the account and the application. This provides the user more trust worthiness and reliability.

VIII. Conclusion And Future Work
Usable privacy configuration tools are essential in providing the protecting their data from third-party applications and user privacy in social networks. We proposed an implemented a browser extension that integrates into the existing OAuth flow, an extension to the authorization code flow of OAuth 2.0 and, and allows users to easily configure their privacy settings for applications at installation time. We also proposed in a different multicriteria recommendation model which adapts three collaborative filtering techniques: user-based, app-based, and category-based, each incorporating the previous decisions of an individual user and decisions of the community. Our browser extension provides users with recommendations on permissions requested by applications was based on this model. We successfully demonstrate that our extension, linked with our multicriteria recommendation model leads to the preservation of immutable private identity attributes, irrevocable and the preventing of their uninformed disclosure during application installation. Individually, when given the choice are more likely to deny the requested permission, among popularly requested permissions. We found them to be more willing to grant permissions to third-party applications than those who were provided with recommendations and we demonstrate the effectiveness of the recommendations through a causal group of users who were not shown any recommendations. In the future, we will investigate an address possible application misconfigurations due to insufficient permissions and application permission evolution over time. We also plan on investigating hybrid and probabilistic collaborative filtering systems for providing better predictions in cases of sparse user decision data [33]. we would like to investigate the merits of our approach on other platforms, e.g., mobile platforms. Additionally, We’d also like to investigate the benefits of providing additional information (e.g., population age distribution) to users when making their privacy decisions.
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